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BROWN AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The Budget: A Wasted Opportunity

• Green Tax Falling. Gordon Brown promised that this year’s budget would ‘meet the energy
and environmental challenge’ (Budget Speech 2006). In fact, under him green taxation has fallen
from 7.7% of the total tax receipts in 1997/8 to 6.4% in 2005/6 and 6.2% this year.

• No Cars Eligible for Green Tax. He promised ‘I want to do more to encourage cleaner fuels
and cars. I propose to radically reform vehicle excise duty’ (ibid). He announced a new zero-
rate road tax on environmentally friendly cars. But in fact, no cars currently available to buy in
Britain are eligible for the zero rate1.

• Green Labs Closed. He promised ‘a new energy and environmental research institute’ (ibid).
In fact under his spending plans, the Natural Environment Research Council has been forced to
close down several of our most important climate change laboratories.

• It remains cheaper to build a new house than refit an old one because of Brown’s failure
to try to reform the VAT treatment of renovating an old house compared to building a new one.

The Wider Record

• Indecision on Environmental Reporting. In March 2005, Gordon Brown brought into force
Operating Financial Reviews (OFRs) – the first significant legal requirements for quoted
companies to report on their social, community and environmental impacts. Less than nine
months later, in November 2005, he scrapped them. After being taken to court, he has
reopened a consultation on the idea. A Treasury official suggested ‘if we wanted a
deregulatory win with appeal to big business, a radical symbolic stripping-down of the OFR
would go down incredibly well’ (Friends of the Earth Press Release, 8 March 2006).

• Targets Abandoned. In March, the Government effectively abandoned its commitment from
three successive manifestos to cut carbon by 20% by 2010. The Climate Change Programme
Review committed to around a 15% reduction (Climate Change Programme Review, 28 March,
2006). Even this reduction is in question: on present trends, we will cut carbon by just 10%
by 2010, missing even our Kyoto target (Energy Review Consultation, 23 January 2006).

• Carbon Emissions Rising. Emissions have risen for the third year in a row (DEFRA
Statistical release, 30 March 2006). Under Labour, they have risen for 6 of the past 8 years.

• Insufficient Research.  UK Government’s spending on energy research and development is
just 10 per cent of that of France and 20 per cent of that of Germany.

• Renewable energy generation now stands at less than 4 per cent of our total energy
generation (Digest of Energy Statistics). The Government’s target is at least 10 per cent by

                                                

1 The Department for Transport has confirmed that the only two current car models in the new 0% band A Vehicle Excise Duty rate are the
Honda Insight and the Smart Diesel. Honda ceased making the Insight last year (there are currently around 200 on Britain’s roads) and the
Smart Diesel is not sold in Britain.



2010 is unlikely to be met (Labour Party Election Manifesto, 2001). Sweden enjoys over 50
per cent renewable energy, and has committed to becoming fossil-free by 2015.


